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of both diagnoses. More resources need to be devoted
to increasing the capacity of
providers to care for those with
co-occurring disorders. Finally,
EDs expressed the need for more
resources to address the social
determinants of health such as
housing, food, and jobs. The
BCHD is working with hospitals
to coordinate resources through
a centralized resource directory
under the Accountable Health
Communities project granted
by the Center for Medicare
and Medicaid Innovation.

LOOKING FORWARD
Although BCHD and Baltimore EDs have worked hard to

make strides, more needs to be
done. Overdose deaths continue
to rise. There were 694 overdose
deaths in 2016, with 60% of these
deaths attributable to fentanyl.
Screening and limited treatment
through EDs is not sufﬁcient;
all hospital service settings, including inpatient wards and
outpatient primary care settings,
should offer behavioral health
services, an effort that has continued with Baltimore recently
establishing “Levels of Care” to
certify hospitals in opioid use
disorder treatment.5 This initiative, based on a similar program
in Rhode Island, creates a common foundation of tackling the
opioid epidemic and scores a
hospital on a level 3, 2, or 1—
with a level 1 hospital offering the

most comprehensive response.
These citywide convenings in
Baltimore can serve as public–
private models for other cities and
states for combating the opioid
epidemic.
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researchers have discovered that
a signiﬁcant fraction of political
tweets made before the 2016 US
presidential election had been
posted by social bots and that those
tweets had been retweeted at
a rate similar to that of humangenerated ones.2 Although it is
now known that social bots have
been used to automate online
political campaigns, their prevalence and inﬂuence in the health
domain are largely unknown.

FEW STUDIES
CONDUCTED
At present, only a handful of
studies on social bots appear on
PubMed. An example is a 2017
study that compiled a corpus of
2.2 million Twitter posts and
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Could Social Bots Pose a Threat to
Public Health?
Social bots are automated
accounts that use artiﬁcial intelligence to steer discussions and
promote speciﬁc ideas or products
on social media such as Twitter
and Facebook.1 To typical social
media users browsing their feeds,
social bots may go unnoticed as
they are designed to resemble the
appearance of human users (e.g.,
showing a proﬁle photo and listing
a name or location) and behave
online in a manner similar to
humans (e.g., “retweeting” or
quoting others’ posts and “liking”
or endorsing others’ tweets).
Social bots have been studied
by computer scientists for years.
However, bots have only recently
received greater public attention,
alongside other social media
practices being scrutinized by
policymakers. In that context,
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characterized how social bots
promote electronic cigarettes.3
To detect tweets posted by bots,
the authors employed state-ofthe-art bot detection techniques
and found that, in comparison
with human users, social bots
were twice as likely to suggest
that electronic cigarettes could
be used in smoking cessation,
a conclusion not deﬁnitively
supported by empirical evidence.3 This study also showed
that social bots were twice as

likely as humans to promote recently introduced electronic
cigarette devices and accessories.3
These ﬁndings suggest that
social bots have been designed to
purposely push a particular narrative depicting electronic cigarettes in positive terms. The
larger implications for public
health, however, remain to be
examined. Do users who are
exposed to messages from social
bots experience changes in their
attitudes or ofﬂine behaviors?
If so, can we design effective
countermeasures or intervention
strategies to mitigate the inﬂuence of bots on public health?
Also, given that research has
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shown that people perceive information from social bots and
human accounts similarly,4 what
are the ethical implications of
using social bots to disseminate
information on public health?
Several pressing questions regarding the role and effects of
social bots in the promotion of
other products or behaviors with
health consequences are still
unanswered.

POSSIBLE THREATS TO
HEALTH
The prominence of social
media in health-related decisionmaking is on the rise as people
turn to online social platforms to
seek out advice from peers and
experts.5 In this context, social
bots are poised to steer online
discussions with inaccurate health
claims. Social bots could be
employed to promote products
by those with clear ﬁnancial gains
at stake, as in the case of tobacco,
supplements, diet plans, and
medications, as well as those with
ideological beliefs for or against
speciﬁc health decisions.
For example, anti-vaccination
activists by and large exploit
the power of social media as
a megaphone to share scientiﬁc
disinformation or unveriﬁed
claims.6 Evidence suggests that
people turn to the Internet
seeking information about the
potential side effects and consequences of vaccines, indicating
that social media can affect parents’ decision to have their child
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vaccinated.6 The Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency recently conceptualized
how anti-vaccination activists
could magnify their message’s
reach by employing social bots to
inundate Twitter with tailored
narratives intended to drive
health-related decision-making.7
More work will be needed
to determine whether antivaccination campaigns may have
contributed in part to the recent
measles pandemics in California
and Texas.
As research has shown, social
bots employed to discuss a particular topic can number in the
hundreds of thousands,1 with the
potential to drown out medically
sound social media messages from
medical experts or health campaigns. The number of social bots
and the frequency at which they
produce and disseminate content
may give the impression that
a particular behavior is more
prevalent online than it is ofﬂine,
normalizing unhealthy or medically unsound decisions. Social
bots may inﬂate the perception of
a health issue by creating panic on
the part of the public, contributing to the spread of rumors or
unveriﬁed information as with
the recent Ebola and Zika virus
pandemics.

ACTION REQUIRED
Creation of social bots does
not require the computer programming skills of a highly trained
software engineer. Today, online

forums and open-source code
repositories provide user-friendly
instructions and free software that
can be used to deploy social bots.
In the wake of growing concern
over the number of social bots
populating social media, California state legislators now demand implementation of policies
requiring that these accounts be
easily identiﬁed and linked to
a human user (a feat not easily
accomplished). Although social
bots are now on the legislative
agenda in California, it will
probably take time to effectively
implement a regulatory solution. In addition, any legislation
aimed at regulating social media
companies in California will
probably be contested by wellﬁnanced corporations reluctant
to have their practices policed
by the state in which they are
headquartered.
Until policies regulating social
bots are implemented, public
health has an important role in
countering inaccurate or unveriﬁed health claims and promotion
of unhealthy products online. This
effort will require a deeper understanding of the problem (e.g.,
the products being promoted
and the claims being made), interdisciplinary teams of scientists
that can detect the content of social
bots (e.g., engineers, computer
scientists, and health experts), and
funding that fosters these pursuits
and collaborations (e.g., funding
from the National Institutes of
Health).
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